We show that the identification (ID) capacity of the two-receivers broadcast channel is the set of rate pairs satisfying that, for some distribution on the input, each receiver's ID rate does not exceed the mutual information between the input and the output that it observes. The capacity's interior is achieved by codes with deterministic encoders. Our results hold under the average error criterion, which requires that each receiver reliably identify its message if the other receiver's message is uniformly distributed. Key in the proof is a new ID code for the single-user channel.
I. INTRODUCTION
In Shannon's classical transmission problem, the encoder transmits a message from a set M over a discrete memory less channel (DMC) W(y Ix), and the receiver guesses the transmitted message from the channel outputs. The guess can be any of the IMI messages in the set M, and the receiver thus faces a hypothesis-testing problem with 1M I hypotheses.
Ahlswede and Dueck's identification-via-channels problem [1] is different. Here the encoder sends an identification (ID) message from a set M, and IMI receiving parties observe the channel outputs. Each party is focused on a different message m EM. The m-focused party guesses whether or not Message m was sent. It thus faces a hypothesis-testing problem with only two hypotheses.
While in Shannon's problem the number of messages that can be transmitted reliably is exponential, and the transmission rate is defined as the logarithm of the number of transmission messages normalized by the blocklength n, in the ID problem the number of messages that can be identified reliably is double exponential, and the ID rate is defined as the iterated logarithm of the number of ID messages normalized by n.
The supremum of all achievable rates is the same for the two problems: both the transmission and the ID capacity equal C, where C = maxp I(F, W) [1] - [3] . While the transmission capacity is achieved by codes with deterministic encoders, the ID capacity can only be achieved by codes with stochastic encoders. Such encoders associate with each ID message m E M a distribution Qm on the channel inputs. To send Message m, they draw the inputs according to Qm.
Here we study identification via the broadcast channel (BC) W(y, z Ix), where the sender wishes to simultaneously send one distinct ID message to each receiver. We show that the ID capacity of the BC is the set of rate pairs such that for some distribution on the channel input each receiver's ID rate does not exceed the mutual information between the channel input and the channel output that it observes (Theorem 1). The converse that we provide is a strong converse.
The ID capacity of the BC was studied in [4] - [7] under the maximum error criterion, which requires that each receiver reliably identify its message irrespective of the realization of the ID message for the other receiver. Under this criterion, the ID capacity of the BC is still unknown (but see [7] for the case where an additional constraint is imposed on the speed at which the probabilities of error decay to zero). Here, we find the capacity under a different criterion, namely, the average error criterion: We assume independent and uniformly distributed ID messages and require that each receiver reliably identify its message in expectation over the other receiver's message. The resulting ID capacity is typically larger than the set of all rate pairs that are known to be achievable under the maximum error criterion.
We show that codes with detenninistic encoders achieve all rate pairs in the interior of the ID capacity of the Be. Note, however, that to each receiver such a deterministic encoder appears to be stochastic since it selects the channel inputs in dependence on the other receiver's unifonnly distributed ID message (of positive rate).
Our results extend to the setting where the receivers' ID messages comprise a common and a private part (Theorem 2).
Assuming that the private parts are uniformly distributed and independent of each other and of the common part, we require that each receiver reliably identify its message in expectation over the private part of the other receiver's ID message.
We conclude with an inner bound on the ID capacity of the BC with one-sided feedback. It is tight if the outputs are independent conditional on the channel input (Theorem 3).
II. THE ID CAPACITY OF THE B C
Recall identification via the DMC W(y Ix) with input alphabet X and output alphabet Y: Given a set M, a block length n, and positive constants AI, A2, associate with every ID message m E M a PMF Qm on xn and a set Vm C yn. The tuple {Qm,Vm}m is an (n,M,Al,A2) ID code if the maximum probability of missed identification satisfies (1) and the maximum probability of wrong identification satisfies
(2)
A rate R is achievable if for all positive AI, A2 and large n there is an (n,M,Al,A2) ID code with 10gloglMI/n 2: R.
The ID capacity is the supremum of all achievable rates. It was found in [1] , [3] to be maxp I(F, W).
We study identification via the BC W(y, z Ix) with input alphabet X and output alphabets Y and Z: Given sets My and M z, a blocklength n, and positive constants A I, A?, A r, A¥, associate with every ID message pair (my, mz) E My x Mz a PMF Qmy,mz on xn and sets V�Y-C yn and V;"z c zn. The tuple { Qmy,mz, V�y, V;;;' z }my ,mz is an (n,My,Mz,AI,A?,Ar,A¥) ID code if the maximum probabilities of missed and wrong identification satisfy [7] requires for all mz E Mz that { Qmy,mz, V� y }my be an (n, My, AI, A?) ID code for Wy(y Ix), and for all my E My that { Qmy,mz, V;"z }mz be an (n,MZ,Ar,A¥) ID code for Wz(z Ix).) A rate pair (Ry, Rz) is achievable if for all positive AI, A?, Ar, A¥ and large n there is an (n,My,Mz,Af',A?,Ar,A¥) ID code with 10gloglMyl/n;::: Ry and 10gloglMzl/n;::: Rz. The ID capacity is the closure of the set of achievable rate pairs. Our main result is:
The ID capacity of the BC W(y, z Ix) consists of all rate pairs (Ry, Rz) that satisfy for some PMF P on X Ry � I(P, Wy) and Rz � I(P, Wz) .
Its interior is achieved by codes with deterministic encoders. The proof is deferred to Section V. Here we sketch its direct part. Fix a PMF P on X and a rate pair (Ry, Rz) satisfying (3). By possibly relabeling the receivers, we can assume w. l.g. that y is the "strong receiver" and Z is the "weak receiver" in the sense that I (P, W y) ;::: I (P, W z).
By possibly increasing Ry, we can now assume Ry ;::: Rz.
The blocklength-n transmission is partitioned into two phases:
Phase 1 of length n-fo and Phase 2 of length fo. We want the weak receiver to be able to reliably identify its ID message
Mz based on the output symbols that it observes in Phase l.
Moreover, we want the transmitted sequence in Phase 1 to be uniformly distributed over a set of size 2n R y and the strong receiver to be able to recover it based on the output symbols that it observes in Phase 1. Put differently, Phase 1 should convey the ID message Mz to the weak receiver and also establish common-randomness of rate Ry between the encoder and the strong receiver. In Phase 2, we only require that the strong receiver be able to recover the transmitted sequence in Phase 2 and-using the conunon-randomness it obtained in Phase I-to identify the ID message My. Note that Phase 2 corresponds to Phase 2 of the cOlrnn on-randomness ID code of [8] and is thus feasible. To prove that also Phase 1 is feasible, we construct in Section III an ID code of rate Rz for the weak receiver that has the following property:
Provided that the ID message for the weak receiver is drawn uniformly over its support, the distribution that the encoding induces on the channel inputs is uniform over the codebook of size 2n R y of some reliable transmission code for the strong receiver. Since the transmission code is reliable, the strong receiver can recover the transmitted sequence in Phase 1. Moreover, since we consider the average error criterion and assume that the ID messages are independent of each other and uniformly distributed, the transmission in Phase 1 is uniformly distributed over a set of size 2n R y irrespective of the realization of the ID message for the strong receiver. Thus, Phase 1 indeed establishes common-randomness of rate Ry between the encoder and the strong receiver. The new ID code for the weak receiver is key in the proof: In contrast to existing ID codes for the single-user channel, it allows the transmission in Phase 1 to be drawn from a set of size 2n R y even if Ry is larger than I(P, Wz).
III. A NEW ID CODE FOR THE DMC
We prove the existence of the ID code for the weak receiver using randomization and show that the following random ID code is with high probability reliable for the DMC W(y Ix). Fix a PMF P on X, let R<I(P, W) be the ID rate, let n be the blocklength, and let M be the message set of size IMI = We next show that the ID code is reliable. Let IF' be the distribution on the code, message, index, label, inputs, and outputs. Denote by lE expectation under IF'. Subscripts indicate that some RVs assume the values of the subscripts, e.g. , for M = m denote expectation under IP' m by lEm . We show that the maximum probabilities of missed and wrong identification converge to 0 in probability over the code's realization. This implies for all positive AI, A 2 and large n that {Qm, 'Dm}m is with high probability an (n, M, AI, A 2 ) ID code.
Consider first missed identification. For m E M let Im = {i E I: Vm(i) rt {Vm(j) : j < i }} and I':n = I\Im. Then,
where (a) is due to the tower property, (b) holds since 2:: iEI 11=i = I, expectation is linear, and 11=i is a L1T!"m,l., , 'F € (J:j Px X w n ((x n , y n ) rt �( n )) � f3 n ,
where (a) is a consequence of the tower property, and (b) For K, n = a n + O n , equations (7) In particular, the generated ID code satisfies mEMmEM\{m} � 31MI 2 e -III2-n l" -3 � 0 (n ---+ 00) ,
where (a) is a consequence of the union bound, (b) is due to (17), and (c) is true because IMI = 2 2 nR , II I = 2 n R , and f-L < H -R. Since W n ---+ 0 as n ---+ 00, the maximum probability of wrong identification converges to O.
IV. THE COMMON-RANDOMNESS ID CODE FOR THE DMC
The ID code for the strong receiver only differs from the common-randomness code of [8] insofar as the common randomness is drawn uniformly over the pool 'P of Section III: with probability at least 1 -1 /( . From the analysis in [8] it now follows that {Qm, 'Dm} m is for all positive AI, A2 and large n with high probability an (n + y'ri, M, AI, A2) ID code.
V. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We now outline converse and direct part of Theorem 1:
Converse: Suppose {Qmy mz, V�y' V ;'z} is an , my,mz ( n, My, Mz, Ai, A §, Ar, An ID code with Ai +A § +Ar+ A� < 1 , and denote by Pxn the empirical type of the inputs xn. With a slight modification of [3] , we obtain that an (n, M, AI, A2) ID code for W(y Ix) satisfies for every c > 0 Decoding: Denote the ID message for Receiver y by My, the ID message for Receiver Z by Mz, the index IMy by I, the label VMz(I) of the transmitted pool element by V, the inputs BMz(I)of(Uv( My)) by xn+vn, the outputs at Receiver Y by yn+vn, and the outputs at Receiver Z by zn+vn. Let c>O satisfy 3cH(P x W) <I( P, Wy) -Rp and 2EH(P X W) <I( P, Wz) -Rz. Denote �( n )(p x Wy) and �( n \p x Wz) by �( n ). Let Qmz ( x) = l .Jy l Lmy Qmy,mz ( x), draw My uni formly over My, and denote by Qmz the PMF on the first n channel inputs given Mz = mz, i.e. , for x E xn Hoffding's inequality implies that the total variation distance between the PMF of IMy and Unif(I) converges to O. Hence, � 1 the distance between Qmz and TIT Li :ll. x= Bm z ( i ) converges � � z to 0 uniformly over mz, and {Q mz' D mz} m converges to the code of Section III. For all positive At, Ar and large n it is thus with high probability an (n, Mz, At, A�) ID code for Wz( z Ix), which implies that {Q mz' D ;'z} mz is with high probability an (n + yn, Mz, At, An ID code for Wz( z Ix).
To conclude, observe that for each v E {y, Z} the rate log 10gIMvl/(n+yn) converges to Rv as nt 00.
VI. DISCUSSION AND EXTENSIONS
It is interesting to compare Theorem 1 to the results of [4] [7] for identification via the BC under the maximum error cri terion. If we require that the maximum probabilities of missed and wrong identification decay like n -6 or faster, then the maximum error ID capacity equals the cOlmnon-randomness capacity of the BC [7, Theorem 11]; it is contained in (3); and the containment can be strict: The cOlmnon-randomness capacity of the degraded BC is the region n{ i } of [5] , which for example is strictly smaller than (3) if the marginal channels are binary symmetric with different transition probabilities.
We conclude this paper with two extensions of Theorem l. Suppose first that the ID messages share a common part in the sense that for v E {y, Z} the message for The ID capacity is the closure of the set of achievable rate triples. It can be characterized as follows: Theorem 2: If the messages share a common part, then the ID capacity of the BC W(y, z Ix) consists of all rate triples (R, Ry, Rz) that satisfy for some PMF P on X R,Ry :S; I( P,Wy) and R,Rz :S; I( P,Wz) .
(24)
Its interior is achieved by codes with deterministic encoders. In a different setting without common message part but with one-sided feedback from Receiver y, we can use the code of Section III for Z and the feedback code of [8] for y: Choose I(P, Wy) < Rp and Ry < H( PWy) :ll. max p I ( i> , W y » o' and pick the transmission sequence in Phase 2 as a function of My and the common-randomness yn. On account of [9] the distribution of yn converges to the PMF (PWyt, which in [8] is the distribution of yn. In particular, we obtain: 
